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A transition to online architectural education has spurred pedagogical innovations worldwide, yet graduate students with no formal background in architecture continue to present unique challenges. They must remotely and individually establish entirely new working methods. We postulate that speculative architecture has the capacity to critically engage such students while also suggesting a new ‘present’ in architectural education. In particular, we argue that online teaching in our time of sociopolitical turbulence presents a resonance with 1960s and 1970s Avant-garde speculative practices which can have a new-found potency within introductory design studios.

The findings draw from a Fall 2020 first-year M.Arch studio in which students established novel architectural approaches integrating public health, economic recovery, and social inclusivity. Students established software literacy, mastered architectural conventions, and honed their iterative thinking. Inspiration for working methods were drawn from the highly speculative and radical design approaches of collectives like Archigram, Ant Farm, Haus-Rucker-Co, and the Situationist International.
For the course, students were mailed kits containing found objects, comic books, x-rays, and excerpts from Octavia’s Brood, a collection of social justice science fiction inspired by the work of Octavia Butler. Students composed these items into abstract forms, facilitating their design explorations. They thus began their journey into architecture with a clear sense of their own political agency alongside a desire to position their work as radical alternatives to the confines of this pandemic. Students worked across scales, considering design implications from the nano-scale of pathogen transmission to the macro-scale of collectively mobilized urban responses. Their work addressed everything from dating amidst COVID-19 to the rise in need for blood donor services. It suggested ways to bolster public life during the pandemic while still protecting individual bodies. Overall, this paper presents several ways speculative design through online learning can improve pedagogy for new architecture graduate students.
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